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Virtualization is an indispensable technology for organizations as it
offers a range of advantages. By creating virtual servers,
networks, storage, and operating systems, businesses can be
more efficient and flexible, scaling their systems without investing
in additional hardware.

What Is Virtualization?
Virtualization involves creating a virtual instance of a
computer system that runs independently from the
computer hardware. Most often, multiple operating
systems are run on the same computer at the same time.
The applications that are running on the virtualized
machine act as if they are running on their own dedicated
machine. In this setup, the operating systems, programs,
and libraries on the virtualized system are unconnected to
the host operating system.
This has many benefits for users, such as allowing them
to run applications designed for different operating
systems on the same computer at the same time.
Virtualization is also useful for server administrators,
allowing them to segment large systems and therefore
make them more efficient for users or applications with
distinct needs. Virtualization allows users to create new
and useful IT services without being bound by the
traditional constraints of hardware.

Different Types of Virtualization
Server Virtualization
Server virtualization allows a single server to act like two, three, or
even hundreds of different servers. The server virtualization process
abstracts multiple virtual instances from a single server.
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These distinct virtual instances run in isolated virtual environments,
known as virtual private servers, guests, instances, containers, or
emulations. These virtual environments can then be tailored to specific
functions, meaning the system can carry out more functions overall.

Every environment can run independently, meaning server
administrators can run multiple operating systems, each with a different
configuration. Server virtualization also allows server administrators to
mask server resources and so conceal the identity of individual servers,
operating systems, and processors. This allows the sharing of
resources while keeping the system user-friendly and as uncomplicated
as possible.
This means that businesses do not need to invest in additional physical
servers by running virtual instances instead. In this way, they’re able to
use their IT resources more efficiently. Organizations can move
workloads between different virtual machines as their needs fluctuate,
and avoid over- or underutilizing server resources.
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The process of server virtualization gives businesses a high degree of
flexibility, allowing them to expand capacity without investing in
physical resources.

Network Virtualization
Network virtualization is another highly useful process
that allows isolated, virtual networks to be created from a
single original network. This is achieved by splitting the
network bandwidth into different, independent channels.
Each of these channels can then be assigned to any
given server or device, and then reassigned as needed.
Network virtualization is also sometimes used within
virtual servers to create new, synthetic networks that
coordinate virtual machines. VLAN technology, where
multiple logical networks are operated on a single switch,
is one example of an external virtual network.
Splitting the network into separate sections makes it
easier to manage. Network virtualization also has the
advantage of allowing the network capacity to be
expanded without the need to invest in additional physical
hardware such as routers, servers, cables, and switches.
Because separate hardware is not needed for each
network function, organizations can more easily expand
their capacity as their business scales. This also allows
for a high degree of flexibility as needs may change over
time.

Storage Virtualization
Storage virtualization involves pooling physical storage from several
network storage devices together. This then creates a single logical
resource that looks like a single storage device and can be centrally
managed. This process separates storage management software
from its underlying infrastructure or hardware, creating pools of
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storage resources that are more flexible and scalable. Additionally,
these storage pools are entirely virtual, meaning that they can be
accessed from anywhere, as well as centrally managed and audited.
Storage virtualization allows for more efficient storage of resources and
helps to avoid unnecessary investment in additional storage. It brings
all storage together into a single resource that is easier for
administrators to manage, no matter where it is located. Administrators
are able to manage all the virtualized storage from a central console,
making it easier to track usage and growth across the system. This, in
turn, allows administrators to make better and more efficient use of the
storage. Virtualized storage is also highly flexible, as storage resources
can be allocated between systems or different geographic locations as
needed and as usage fluctuates.

“Storage virtualization allows for more efficient storage of
resources and helps to avoid unnecessary investment in
additional storage.”

Operating System Virtualization
Operating system virtualization creates multiple operating systems
originating from the “kernel,” the OS’ central task manager. Operating
system virtualization is commonly used to run parallel Windows and
Linux environments. Virtual operating systems can be projected to
computers and in some cases, virtualization software is installed over a
preexisting or host OS. The user can then directly access the virtual
machine, allowing hardware IT resources to become virtualized
resources according to the organization’s needs.
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This process helps to reduce bulk hardware costs as operating systems
can be run on computers without high capability levels. Virtual operating
systems increase security by allowing virtual instances to be centrally
monitored and isolated. Operating system virtualization also makes IT
services and processes such as software updates more efficient and less
time-consuming.

The Future of Virtualization
Virtualization has many advantages for organizations. It allows them to
make the most efficient use of their IT resources while providing flexibility
and scalability. More and more businesses are implementing server,
network, storage, or operating system virtualization as part of their IT
strategy. According to Spiceworks research, 32% of businesses have
already deployed desktop virtualization technology, and another 12% of
businesses plan to bring it on board by 2021.
This upward trend could be even more pronounced as new virtualization
trends emerge that make this technology even more beneficial. We are
likely to see fully virtual data centers that leverage a central pool of
hardware to create dynamically mapped virtual services to meet the
organization’s needs. Additionally, new hardware technologies will
provide explicit support to virtualization — such as increased CPU assist
— and operating systems will become virtualization-aware, optimizing
virtual processes.
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